Republic of the Philippines
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Quezon City
EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS
Second Regular Session

COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 854

Submitted by the Committee on Cooperatives Development on MAR 11 2021
Re: House Resolution No. 1648
Recommend its adoption in substitution of House Resolution No. 1327
Sponsors: Reps. Presley C. De Jesus and Sabiniano S. Canama

Mr. Speaker:

The Committee on Cooperatives Development to which was referred House Resolution No. 1327 introduced by Rep. Sabiniano S. Canama, entitled:

RESOLUTION
COMMEMDING THE CEBU PEOPLE'S MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE FOR ITS OUTSTANDING ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION TO COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT, AND ITS EXEMPLARY COMMITMENT AS A PARTNER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

has considered the same and recommends that the attached House Resolution No. 1648, entitled:

RESOLUTION
COMMEMDING THE CEBU PEOPLE'S MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE FOR ITS OUTSTANDING ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION TO COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT, AND ITS EXEMPLARY COMMITMENT AS A PARTNER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

be adopted in substitution of House Resolution No. 1327 with Reps. De Jesus and Canama as authors thereof.

Respectfully submitted,

Rep. PRESLEY C. DE JESUS
Chairperson
Committee on Cooperatives Development

THE HONORABLE SPEAKER
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
QUEZON CITY
Republic of the Philippines
House of Representatives
Quezon City, Metro Manila

EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS
Second Regular Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 1648

Introduced by Representative Sabiniano “Ben” S. Canama

RESOLUTION
COMMENDING THE CEBU PEOPLE'S MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE FOR ITS OUTSTANDING ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION TO COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT, AND ITS EXEMPLARY COMMITMENT AS A PARTNER FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

WHEREAS, on December 21, 1972, twenty-seven (27) socially-conscious individuals organized the Cebu People’s Multi-Purpose Cooperative (CPMPC) or popularly known as the Peoples Coop, whose primordial mission is to prove the viability of a service-oriented organization by and for the benefit of its members;

WHEREAS, forty-eight years (48) later, or as of December 31, 2020, the CPMPC’s total membership has grown to One hundred five thousand two hundred eighty-five (105,285), composed of entrepreneurs, professionals, self-employed or employed workers, overseas Filipino workers (OFWs), farmers, fisherfolk and other individuals from different sectors of the community, and has established forty (40) branches throughout the country;

WHEREAS, consistently adhering to the cooperative principles, and in particular putting into practice the sixth cooperative principle which is “cooperation among cooperatives,” the CPMPC continues to selflessly share its
technology know-how, resources and other services to various cooperatives to promote savings, education, livelihood and employment;

WHEREAS, through the effective management, leadership and business acumen of its officers, CPMPC established a development center that provides trainings and seminars on entrepreneurial capacity development and character building, as well as developing financial programs to its members such as the “Pangkabuhayan,” and “Piso-Piso Tigom Program” to promote the practice and value of saving, and which has so far generated more than Three million four hundred thousand pesos (P3.4M) in savings. Moreover, CPMPC assisted the local government of Cebu City in implementing the Urban Poor Livelihood and Trade Fair Projects, where CPMPC members were given livelihood trainings on meat processing, soap-making and production of other household products, which products were subsequently purchased by the CPMPC and the local government of Cebu City;

WHEREAS, in recognition of its achievement in fulfilling its mission and vision, promotion of its advocacies, success of its business ventures programs, projects and allied services, the CPMPC has received awards and citations such as the award of recognition for “Outstanding Microfinance Institution Partner” given by the Department Of Trade And Industry (DTI) and the Small Business Corporation (SBC); “Best Cooperative” by the Cebu Credit Surety Fund, “Most Trusted Cooperative” and “Hall Of Fame Cooperative Of The Year” given by the Global Management Excellence and the Business Achievement and Recognition Awards, both local award-giving bodies;

WHEREAS, for its consistent and untiring advocacy to develop and empower ordinary folk and enable them to improve their lives by securing to themselves a sustainable source of income, the Cebu People’s Multi-Purpose Cooperative deserves utmost commendation and recognition;

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, to commend the Cebu People’s Multi-Purpose Cooperative for its outstanding role and contribution to cooperative development, and its exemplary commitment as a partner for economic growth and sustainable development.

Adopted,